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FL19 MEMS 411 Mechanical Engineering Design Project

Sweet Spot Demonstration
The purpose of this project was to create a sweet spot exhibit for the St. Louis
Science Center to demonstrate the basic dynamic and vibrational theory behind the
game of baseball. This demonstration focuses on the dynamics of batting and the
effects that induced bat vibrations have on the energy transfer from the bat to the
ball. Through this demonstration, the vibrational nodes within a baseball bat can
be measured based on the ball’s contact with the ”sweet spot,” or the area on the
barrel of the bat that induces the least amount of bat vibration. The project went
through two prototypes, an initial prototype which laid out the major features of
this demonstration such as the ball-tee system, base, and rotating clamp for the bat
and a final prototype which refined the initial designs to withstand numerous cycles.
Ultimately, the Sweet Spot Demonstration was designed to induce an interactive
and hands-on learning experience about engineering concepts for the Saint Louis
Science Center-going public.

Allen, Beau
Amin, Keval
Lenssen, Kieran
del Olmo Parrado, Ricardo
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1

Introduction

This project’s motivation is to create a sweet spot demonstration for the Saint Louis Science
Center. Ultimately, this project is designed to allow visitors to modify the position of a baseball
to make contact with various locations on a baseball bat, especially the sweet spot. When a batter
hits a baseball on the sweet spot while their hands are on at the pivot point, the batter will not
experience a sudden reactive force; and thus, the baseball contact is felt best for the hands without
noticeable vibrations. Although the center of mass will always be the same point on a given bat,
the sweet spot can change depending on the location of the pivot point. Hence, the pivot point is
completely dependent on the batter’s hands’ position. Therefore, this demonstration is designed to
locate the sweet spot of a baseball bat from the baseball’s contact at locations including vibrational
nodes within a baseball bat. [1].
Upon guidance from Paul Freiling, Director of Emerging Technology Science at the Saint Louis
Science Center, we centered the project’s goals around conveying the mechanics behind the sweet
spot on an easily understood and accessible manner for all audiences. To devote this project to the
general audience who visits the Saint Louis Science Center, we want to design this project to have
open-ended variability and to induce open-minded thinking and engineering exploration. Therefore,
we want to prioritize an interactive and hands-on learning demonstration for visitors to gain a better
understanding of the fundamental engineering concepts embedded within this demonstration.

4

2

Problem Understanding
2.1

Existing Devices

To further gain inspiration for this project, below are three existing devices that we believe to
closely fit our initial project ideas.
2.1.1

Existing Device #1: SKLZ Hurricane Category 4

Figure 1: SKLZ Hurricane (Source: SKLZ)

Link: https://sklz.implus.com/products/baseball/sklz-hurricane-category-4
Description: The SKLZ Hurricane is a rotating baseball swing trainer. An arm extends from
a central pivot tower which rotates due to attached resistance bands. The adjustable resistance
bands allow for differing speeds of rotation from the extended arm. It has a stationary bottom
platform which maintains stability throughout the rotations. Its height can be adjusted, but the
extended arm length is fixed. The device can be hit with either baseball or softball bats for training
purposes.

5

2.1.2

Existing Device #2: HIT-A-WAY PORTABLE TRAINING STATION

Figure 2: HIT-A-WAY PORTABLE TRAINING STATION (Source: SKLZ)

Link: SKLZ Hit-A-Way
Description: The SKLZ Hit-A-Way Portable Training Station is a rotating baseball batting trainer.
The purpose of this device is to provide the batter with the closest experience to a live ball pitch.
Once the batter makes contact with the ball, the ball rotates around the main pole of the device.
Once the wire fully wound around the cylindrical pole, the ball starts rotating in the opposite
direction so that the batter can hit it again. The lengths of each side of the wire connecting to the
ball can be adjusted to simulate different pitch types. This device is great because it can be used
anywhere and does not need any kind of powering device.

6

2.1.3

Existing Device #3: Center of Percussion Testing Apparatus

Figure 3: Center of percussion testing device for baseball bats (Source: University of Iowa)

Description: The baseball bat center of percussion device allows the user to find the center of
percussion of a bat. By placing small wooden splint in a hole drilled at the handle of the bat, the
user is able to rotate the bat with the splint as the axis of rotation. By lifting the barrel of the bat
slightly and releasing it, the barrel will hit the testing block. If the area that hits the testing block
is not the center of percussion, the small wooden splint will break due to torque in the bat. When
the testing block hits the center of percussion, the wooden splint will remain intact.
Although this device is simple and easy to use, there are no sensors reading forces or torque
values. Also, each time the bat is incorrectly set up and the test block does not hit the center of
percussion, it results in broken pieces of wood shattering; this would not be safe for an interactive
exhibit at the Science Center.

2.2
2.2.1

Patents
Baseball swing trainer that allows a baseball to attach on a pivot
(US7131916B2)

This patent allows individuals to practice their baseball bat swings. A baseball can be placed on
the bottom of the vertical arm, which is attached to another arm extending outward from a frame.
This frame supports the base of the trainer device as well as the arms extending from it. As a
result, individuals can fully swing a baseball bat without the trainer device interfering with their
swinging motion. Additionally, with a stopping bar extending out from arm, the baseball is forced
to halt upon the swing. This device also helps individuals position their swing to make contact
with the baseball on the center of percussion. Thus, upon contact, the ball travels out until halted
7

by the device.

Figure 4: Patent Image for baseball swing trainer
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Figure 5: Patent Image for connection between extending arm the device frame

2.2.2

Ball hitting practice device
(US4938478A)

This patent allows individuals to practice making contact with baseballs on their sweet spot.
This type of device is useful when individuals want to continuously practice their swings without
having to retrieve the ball after making contact. The coiled springs at the bottom of the device
absorb the force of the baseball bat swing and position the tee back to its normal upright position.
The planar base to which the tee is connected to allows the coiled springs to swing back into the
upright position.

9

Figure 6: Patent Image for ball hitting device

Figure 7: Patent Images for the tee and coiled springs on the planar base
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2.3
2.3.1

Codes & Standards
Standard Practice for Ownership, Operation, Maintenance and Inspection of
Amusement Rides and Devices (ASTM F770-18)

The American Society for Testing and Materials sets specifications for amusement rides and
devices. We anticipate interaction with our device, so we want it to be covered by this particular
standard. This standard does not cover safety concerns associated with the use of the device. We
want to ensure the device is not too difficult for the Science Center to maintain and the inspection
process will be minimal. This will help the exhibit to function more efficiently.
2.3.2

SAE Manual on Design and Application of Helical and Spiral Springs (SAE
HS-795/97)

This SAE Manual gives information about design and application of helical and spiral springs.
We anticipate it could be likely that we use a spring of this sort in our design so we want to ensure
the standards of their application are met. These standards will influence our decision on which
spring will be necessary for our design or if we want to take a different approach entirely based on
the requirements set forth by the standards.
2.3.3

Standard Test Method for Measuring Moment of Inertia and Center of Percussion of a Baseball or Softball Bat (ASTM F2398-11)

The American Society for Testing and Materials sets specifications for how to correctly determine
the inertial properties of bats, specifically center of percussion and moment of inertia. This standard
will become very useful and important once we decide what type of bat we will be using for our
device as it will provide a solid laboratory method to obtain all the properties necessary to solve
for the motion of the bat.

2.4
2.4.1

User Needs
Customer Interview

Interviewee: Paul Freiling, Director of Emerging Technology Science
Location: St. Louis Science Center, St. Louis, MO
Date: September 6th , 2019
Setting: We met Mr. Paul Frieling at the St. Louis Science Center and he began by showing a
possible location for our exhibit. As we walked to this area of the museum, he discussed the Center
in general, other exhibits, and his vision for the sweet spot demonstration. One member took notes
as our whole group (and the other Senior Design group) asked Paul questions. We continued to
walk around the Science Center and Paul showed us more examples of safety precautions, interactive
exhibits, and explained our target audience. The whole interview was conducted inside the Science
Center and took ∼45 minutes.
Interview Notes:
What is the purpose of the demonstration?
– The general purpose is to convey information about the sweet spot to the public. The exhibition should ignite and sustain lifelong scientific learning. A visitor of the science center should
11

have an open ended experience that lets them explore and investigative, provoking them to
think continuously.
What is the demographic for this exhibit?
– The core audience of the exhibit is families, usually at least one adult with elementary aged
kids. The demonstration should be interesting to the adults as well as the kids, making
the whole experience active and fun for the whole family, regardless of age. Don’t limit the
demographic to only males, but make it attractive and inviting to everyone!
What would the set up of the exhibit be?
– Most likely, the exhibit would be in demonstration form and not a permanent set attraction.
It would be supervised with an operator/facilitator from the Science Center to make sure
safety is accounted for.
What and how much text/visuals should go with the exhibit?
– It would be exciting to have a video/presentation to demonstrate the mechanics behind it.
Also, think about the “edge design principle” in that people read drawings more than words.
Therefore, try to use visual representation or images of people and objects. However, if there
is text, make sure it is no higher than a 5th grade writing/reading level; if there are words
above that, they need simple definitions.
What technology should be attached to the device?
– Have a sensor on the bat that has a force measurement reading and display. If possible, have
the user change the force (and the orientation) of the bat.
What limitations in our design do we have?
– Safety is a big one! Apart from obvious bat safety, think about little things like pinch-hazards.
Also, the only source of power would be a wall outlet, so nothing on the device can require
more than the standard 110 V at 60 Hz outlet.
Anything else?
– Make it easily understandable for the public. Allow group engagement for the device, but
try to make it for three people to use it at once, that way people won’t get left out. You
can develop some sort of competition within the device, but not required. Make it fun by
implementing things like a Cardinals bat!
2.4.2

Interpreted User Needs

Table 1 summarizes all the user needs recorded during our interview with Paul Freiling and ranks
them based on how important we believe those needs are for a successful completion of our project.
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Table 1: Interpreted Customer Needs

Need Number

Need

Importance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The Sweet Spot Demo is interactive
The Sweet Spot Demo promotes group learning
The Sweet Spot Demo is highly customizable/open-ended
The Sweet Spot Demo draws visitors in with visuals
The Sweet Spot Demo appeals to all ages and genders
The Sweet Spot Demo is safe for children under supervision
The Sweet Spot Demo allows for different swing forces
The Sweet Spot Demo should give details about the previous
”swing”

5
2
5
3
5
5
3
5

2.5

Design Metrics

Table 2 summarizes the list of target specifications based on the needs discussed in the previous
section of this report. The goal of this table is to create a way of measuring how effective our device
will be in meeting the needs expressed by the user and defining a set of acceptable targets that we
will try to meet.
Table 2: Target Specifications
Metric
Number

Associated
Needs

1

7

2
3

2,4
6

4

7

5

3

6

8

7

6

Metric

Units

Rating of “entertainment” by avg. score
class focus group
Number of visitors involved
integer
Meets standards of safety
binary
when children are supervised
Allows for a range of swing Fmax − Fmin
forces
Allows for a range of hit lom
cations
Standard ASTM F2398-11
binary
allows to determine how the
ball was hit
Standard ASTM F770-18
integer
provides a good enough
rating of safety
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Acceptable

Ideal

> 3/5

> 4/5

2
Pass

3
Pass

> 20N

> 50N

> 0.125

> 0.45

COP Hit

Non COP Hit

> 7/10

> 9/10

3

Concept Generation
3.1

Mockup Prototype

We set out to create a Mockup Prototype that could inform our team about some important
mechanics surrounding our project. One component we wanted to examine was the location and
repositioning of the ball between users. We used the mockup time to create a prototype with a tee
attached to a spring at the base. This idea was rooted in one of the patents we found and through
the mockup it appears this method of reset will be useful for our final design. Figure 8 and Figure
9 below show the tee in a position similar to after the ”hit” and before it returns to the starting
position.

Figure 8: The tee and spring in a post-hit position
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Figure 9: Top view of the tee and spring just before the ball is hit

We also wanted to look at a scaled version of the overall set up and design of the demonstration.
Again, we found our mockup to be a promising idea for the usefulness of having two separate
towers/mounting positions for the bat and ball that can move independently. In Figure 10 below
there is a front view of the two tower design.

Figure 10: Front view of the two tower design
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3.2

Functional Decomposition

The Function Tree below illustrates the overall function of this prototype as well as several
subfunctions.

Figure 11: Function tree for center of percussion demonstration, hand-drawn and scanned
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3.3

Morphological Chart

Based on the function tree, the morphological chart below demonstrates different components to
serve different functions of the function tree. By taking the lowest levels of sub-functions, we drew
potential solutions.

Figure 12: Morphological Chart for center of percussion demonstration, hand-drawn and scanned
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3.4
3.4.1

Alternative Design Concepts
Take Me Out to the Ballgame

Figure 13: Preliminary sketches of Take Me Out to the Ballgame concept
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Figure 14: Final sketches of Take Me Out to the Ballgame concept

19

Solutions from morph chart:
1. Built on legs
2. Pull bat with hand
3. Crank for ball movement
4. Tow motor fork holes
5. Tee holding ball
6. Force Transducer for data collection
7. Spring and bearings for bat rotation
8. Worm gear to move ball
9. Printed receipt of results
Description: The user will position the ball laterally by using a hand crank that will turn a worm
gear. Once the ball is in place and held steady by a tee with a spring attached to the bottom, the
user will then pull the bat backwards by hand. This will load a torsion spring at the bottom of the
tower which the bat is mounted to. When released, the bat will rotate around a fixed axis with
bearings to assist in smooth motion. A force transducer will collect the necessary data and print it
out onto a receipt for users to keep as a memory of the demo.
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3.4.2

The Sweet Spot

Figure 15: Preliminary sketches of The Sweet Spot concept
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Figure 16: Final sketches of The Sweet Spot concept
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Solutions from morph chart:
1. Platform to hold bat-rotatory
2. Pull bat by hand to set bat position
3. Bearings to limit bat’s initial position
4. Lightweight materials (wood, threaded-net, PVC)
5. Ball contained on a string/rope
6. Force transducer to measure force of contact
7. Resistance bands to rotate bat around bat-rotatory system
8. Crank for people to turn to move ball
9. Lead screw to move the ball in the upper platform
10. Digital Readout System on upper platform
Description: The Sweet Spot is a platform that holds a rotating bat and a baseball, connected
to a string that demonstrates how a baseball makes contact with a baseball bat at the center of
percussion. This concept includes of a platform with a rotating vertical rod that is connected to
a baseball bat. The rod rotates at the discretion of the user but is limited by resistance bands
and bearings to hold the baseball bat in place. The user can also adjust the position of the ball
through a hand crank which controls the motion of the lead screw. Connected to a string, the
baseball is motioned through the lead screw horizontally along the top platform. Thus, the user
has the freedom to adjust the positions of the baseball bat and of the baseball to experiment the
baseball bat’s center of percussion. The pivot point of the baseball is held constant at the rod. This
way, the user’s main challenge to is find the baseball’s positioning in accordance with the baseball
bat. Moreover, a net hangs from the top platform to limit the baseball’s motion after the swing.
Upon contact, a force transducer detects the force and vibrations of the baseball bat, illustrating
the readings and measurements on a digital readout screen on the top platform. The overall frame
of this concept would be make of wood while the rod connecting to the baseball bat can be made
of PVC materials.
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3.4.3

The Ultimate COP Simulator

Figure 17: Preliminary sketches of The Ultimate COP Simulator concept
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Figure 18: Final sketches of The Ultimate COP Simulator concept
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Solutions from Morphological Chart:
1. Wheels
2. Ratchet crank for bat
3. Gear shift for ball interface
4. Easily to tear down assembly
5. Vacuum system holding ball in place
6. Arduino System to read swing motion
7. Resistance bands for bat rotation system
8. Actuator for ball adjustment
9. Digital readout
Description:The Ultimate COP Simulator is a mobile cart that contains an interactive demonstration of how the Center of Percussion (COP) affects the way a baseball player hits a ball. The
apparatus consists of an adjustable ball position controller that allows the user to move the ball to
different positions on the bat. This movement is controlled with a rod that changes the position
of an actuator shaft connected to the base of the ball supporting rod. The ball is kept on this rod
by using a vacuum system. The user will place the ball on the vacuum system before each bat
swing. On the other hand, the bat is controlled by a ratchet crank which allows the user to coil
the resistance bands around a shaft. Once the bands are coiled to a maximum point, the user will
release the crank to let the bat swing and hit the ball. An Arduino system will record the data
generated during the swing motion and it will display on a screen the force with which the ball was
hit, the vibrations experienced by the batter in their hands as well as the placement of the ball in
the ballpark. The assembly will be put together using quick release pins, that will allow the user to
tear down the machine easily. Finally, the machine will have casters at the bottom of its four legs
to allow for portability so that it can be showcased in many different places.
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3.4.4

Crank, Catapult, and Catch! Concept

Figure 19: Preliminary sketches of Crank, Catapult, and Catch! concept

Figure 20: Final sketches of Crank, Catapult, and Catch! concept

Solutions from Morphological Chart:
1. Platform on table
2. Pull bat with hand
3. Crank for ball interface
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4. Lightweight materials
5. String holding/containing ball
6. Accelerometer sensor
7. Catapult system for bat rotation
8. Rack and pinion position adjustment for ball
9. Digital readout
Description: The ball position is changed by the user through the use of a hand crank that moves
the position through the use of the a rack and pinion. The ball is secured by string that allows
it to move slightly, but keeps it in a similar place test to test. The top string holding the ball
slides along a track. The bat is pulled back by the users hand and is held in that position by the
catapult-like-system that holds the current position. The torsion spring located in the base of the
bat swings the bat to make contact with the ball when the catapult is released. Through the use
of an accelerometer sensor, the force applied to the bat (when ball is hit) will be displayed on a
digital screen.
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4

Concept Selection
4.1

Selection Criteria

To measure the effectiveness of each modeled part, we created a criterion including of six metrics:
safety, interactivity, manufacturability, amusement, ease of use, and durability; the criterion collectively creates an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Based on our interview with the St. Louis
Science Center, we wanted to maximize interactivity, amusement, and ease of use for an audience
of all ages. Moreover, safety, manufacturability, and durability would ensure that our mechanism
can properly be demonstrated after many trials and uses. Figure 21 illustrates our criterion along
with its weighted values from 1/9 to 9. Values that range from 1/3 to 1/9 demonstrate how the
row criterion is relatively less important than the column criterion. In the same way, values that
range from 1 to 9 demonstrate how the row criterion is relatively more important than the column
criterion. Collectively, values 1/9 to 9, smallest to largest, show a growing importance for our
models, allowing us to determine our scoring matrix.

Figure 21: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine scoring matrix weights

4.2

Concept Evaluation

Based on our AHP, we scored our models for each criterion. The results can be found below
in the Weighted Scoring Matrix (WSM). The rating for each criteria and model is ranged from 1
(lowest) to 4 (highest), as there are 4 models that are compared. Thus, depending on the weight
percentage for each criteria, a total score was summed to determine the most ideal model. These
results can be seen in the Fig. 22.
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Figure 22: Weighted Scoring Matrix (WSM) for choosing between alternative concepts
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4.3

Evaluation Results

From the Weighted Scoring Matrix, we found the first concept called ”Take Me Out to the Ballgame” to be the best concept for further development. This concept scored best in the interactivity
category, which was the second highest weighted category based on the AHP. Another important
category according the the AHP is durability, as we envision the exhibit being used by up to 100
people per day with each person running the demonstration 3-4 times each. The winning concept
also performed well in the Amusement category which will be important for visitors of the St. Louis
Science Center. The concept performed below average in the Safety category, but we can continue
to develop safety features as prototypes are built to increase this scoring. Additionally, we can look
at the ”Crank, Catapult, and Catch!” concept, which scored well in safety, for ideas. We should
also be able to adapt other components from each of the concepts as needed to further improve the
”Take Me Out to the Ballgame” exhibit.

4.4

Engineering Models/Relationships

For this project, we will be using three different engineering models and relationships to help us
understand and design a working system.
1. Modeling the sweet spot of a bat
(a) Model Equation: There are two ways of calculating the sweet spot for a bat:
1. The Center Of Percussion of the baseball bat can be experimentally determined by
measuring the period of oscillations of the bat as it oscillates about a fixed pivot point
located 6 inches away from the knob (see figure 23 below). Then, the location of the
COP relative to the pivot point can be calculated by using the following relation:
t 2
,
(1)
2π
where g is the gravitational acceleration and t is the average period of the oscillations of
the bat about the pivot point [2].




COP = g

Figure 23: Experimental setup to measure the location of the COP of a baseball bat
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2. The sweet spot is also defined as the region located between the nodes of the first
and second modes of vibration, where the vibrational motion of the bat is very small.
Therefore, a ball hit within this region will be given the maximum amount of energy as
the impulse and force transmitted to the hands are minimized [3].
In order to measure the modes of vibration of the bat, an experiment can be conducted
where a force transducer is placed near the knob, where the hands of the player would
be placed. The bat would be then used to hit a ball repeated times to determine the
different vibrational modes of the system. These modes would then be plotted together
to determine where the sweet spot of the bat is [4].

Figure 24: Graph showing the sweet zone located between the nodes of the first and second modes of vibration.

(b) Model Description: The sweet spot of a bat provides the area of the bat where the energy
losses due to vibrational forces are minimized. This area is located somewhere in between
the Center of Percussion and the nodal zone determined by the first and second bending
modes of the bat. Thus, by finding this area of the bat, we will be able to determine
whether a hit is as clean as it can be given the swing speed and placement of the ball on
the bat. Moreover, these simulations will allow us to calibrate the sensors that we will
later use in order to collect data for our demonstration.
2. Modeling the moment of inertia for the bat
(a) Model Equation: The moment of inertia can be determined through a similar process as
finding the Center of Percussion as discussed previously in Model 1. Using a pivot point
located 6 inches from the nob, the moment of inertia of a baseball bat is modeled by Eq.
2:
T 2 M gd
),
(2)
I=(
4π 2
where T is the period to complete a pendulum swing, M is the mass of the bat, g is
acceleration due to gravity, and d is the distance from the pivot to the center of mass.
This experiment required to use this equation is shown below in Fig. 25.
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Figure 25: Pendulum setup to measure the moment of inertia of a baseball bat [5]

(b) Model Description: The moment of inertia of the baseball bat determines how difficult
it is to change the angular velocity of the bat. Therefore, by calculating the moment
of inertia through this simple experiment, we will be able to use that exact value to
understand how difficult or easy it will be to rotate our bat about a given axis. The
speed at which a bat is swung, which is important in this demonstration for safety and
entertainment, depends greatly on the moment of inertia of the bat.
3. Modeling the force needed for desired swing speed.
(a) Model Equation: First, to understand how to find the angular velocity of the baseball
bat, we must use Eq. 3 to use our experimentally determined moment of inertia.
45.3(

Iknob −0.27436
Iknob −0.30769
)
< ωknob < 37.72(
)
,
16000
18000

(3)

where Iknob = 1.493 ∗ I + 1610 with units of oz − in2 and using I from the experiment in
Model 2 [6].
(b) Model Description: Our goal for the prototype is to have a swing speed of 25 mph.
Using the same parameters as above, we can use this linear velocity of the bat sweet
spot to find the necessary angular velocity of the bat about the pivot point. We are
able to divide 25mph by 0.05682 to obtain the bat speed in units of inches per second.
Next we can divide this by 28 inches (length from sweet spot to pivot point) to find the
correct angular velocity about the pivot point. Now that we will have the correct angular
velocity about the pivot point we will be able to calculate the MOI using Eq. 3. Once
we have the necessary MOI, we can determine the force that needs to be applied via
resistance bands or a torsional spring for our anticipated linear swing speed of 25mph.
[6]
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5

Concept Embodiment
5.1

Initial Embodiment

To begin our initial embodiment, we took to the computer-aided software SOLIDWORKS to build
a simple model of our initial prototype. This CAD design allowed us to have all of our components
together in a virtual world, allowing future testing of dynamics and vibrations. Also, by building
this digital prototype in SOLIDWORKS, we are able to see how minor adjustments would affect
or overall system without having to take our physical prototype apart. The following three figures,
Fig. 26, 27, and 28, show four different views of the assembled system, an isometric view with
general dimensions and bill of materials, and an exploded system view with labels from the bill of
materials. The bill of materials will be shortened to BOM from here on.
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Figure 26: Assembled projected views with general overall dimensions
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Figure 27: Assembled isometric view with bill of materials (BOM)
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Figure 28: Exploded view with callout to BOM
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5.1.1

Prototype Performance Goals

The performance goals that we set prior to building the first prototype are:
1 Demonstration must withstand 75 cycles without needing any major adjustments.
2 The reset time for each cycle should be under 1 minute.
3 Sensor data shows difference in amplitude of vibration/motion that depends on ball position and
relationship seems “reasonable”.
5.1.2

Design rationale for Initial Prototype components

Using the model from Concept Selection which was used to locate the position of the sweet spot
of the bat the range of motion for the tee was determined. It is necessary that the sweet spot is
included in the range of motion of the ball so the user can successfully hit the ball within the sweet
spot of the bat. Additionally, a large enough range on either side of the sweet spot must be present
in order to allow for a variance in data to determine when the sweet spot is not hit.
Also, the moment of inertia for the bat can be determined through the use of another model from
Concept Selection. Knowing the moment of inertia of the bat gives information about the force
with which the bat hits the ball. Using this information, coupled with the data readout, the sweet
spot of the bat can be determined. Additionally, this model helps to find the swing speed of the bat
so that we can ensure the bat swings fast enough to produce a strong hit, while also not causing
imminent danger to users.
Finally, the first model consisted of a full-sized baseball bat (42 inches); however to limit the
baseball bat’s rotational speed as well as the bat’s moment of inertia while rotating and hitting the
ball, we decided to use a shorter baseball bat (28 inches). As a result, we can now control a feasible
rotational bat speed as well as limit the area the bat would be swung around.
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5.1.3

Parts list for Initial Prototype

Figure 29: Bill of Materials for all Parts used in our initial Prototype
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5.2

Proofs-of-Concept

Three concepts tested separately for use in the Initial Prototype were the tee spring mechanism,
the bat rotation system, and the data collection of the accelerometer.
The tee spring mechanism is an important piece of this design as it allows for a short cycle time
and eliminates the need for the user to replace the ball after each run. The spring must be loose
enough to allow for the bat to easily hit and move the ball, but stiff enough for the ball and tee to
return to the upright position without any assistance from the user. This concept was seen in other
real world applications, so the necessary testing was to obtain the correct stiffness. The stiffness
was adjusted by increasing the amount of spring would around the base of the tee and also by
increasing the depth of the hole the spring is inserted in. The tee spring mechanism can be seen
below in Fig. 30.

Figure 30: Tee spring mechanism as a proof of concept
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The bat rotation system was based off of the Hurricane, which was mentioned earlier during
Concept Generation. The system uses the stretching of elastic bands to store potential energy in
the bat. As the elastic band unwinds itself, the bat rotates about the shaft which is secured inside
the bearing. During this portion of building the main factor considered was the speed of the bat
rotation. If the bat rotates too fast it would be too much of a safety hazard, however, if it rotates
too slowly the data collected will not be as obvious and the exhibit will be less exciting. Eventually,
it was decided the best set up was to have one resistance band attached almost directly under the
knob of the bat. The bat rotation system in its decided state can be seen below in Fig. 31.

Figure 31: Proof of concept of bat rotation system
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The final concept that needed proofing was the data collection system and output. One main
purpose of this project is to determine the sweet spot of the bat. In order to do this, the vibrations
of the bat must be collected and processed by a separate computer. It was decided the most efficient
way to do this was through the use of an accelerometer attached to the end of the knob of the bat.
In its current state the data collected is difficult to decipher, which makes it less useful to the user.
Going forward, we hope to improve the readability of the data for the user. The data collection
output can be seen here in Fig. 32.

Figure 32: Data collection example

5.2.1

Initial Prototype Changes from Selected Concept

With respect to the Selected Concept, we have made the following changes:
1 The longitudinal positioning of the ball was initially thought to be carried out by a crank and
worm gear system. In order to do so, we decided to 3D print a rack and a pinion that would be
rotated by a device user, moving the baseball tee longitudinally along an extruded aluminum
rail. However, we could not fully validate this idea in our Proofs-of-Concept as the rotation
of the gear was not smooth enough and the friction between the bottom of the tee and the
rail was too large. Therefore, we decided to take a step back in our prototype design and
create a baseball tee that could be pushed manually in between two rails (as seen in our CAD
Embodiment figures). We are planning on coming back to the crank and worm gear system
after our oral presentation on 10/28/2019 to refine our design.
2 We had initially intended to measure the vibrations produced when hitting the ball with a force
transducer since we thought that this would be the most direct way of getting significant
data. However, we were only able to find 3-axis accelerometers that were compatible with the
Arduino system that we have implemented on our prototype. Moreover, the data read with
the accelerometer is promising as we have been able to identify differences in the magnitude
of the vibrations experienced on the bat when going through a full cycle. We are planning on
doing some further work on the analysis of the vibrations on the bat by using MATLAB and
analyzing our data.
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3 The results of each cycle of the apparatus will not be printed on a receipt as this is a very
complicated process that would have been too hard for us to implement. Instead, we are able
of showing the live data collected by the accelerometer on a screen. Moreover, once MATLAB
is implemented into our prototype, we will be able to save the data recorded by the machine
at any time as well as analyze data from different runs, ultimately being able to find the
location of the sweet spot of the baseball bat.

6

Working Prototypes
6.1

Overview

There were two prototypes for this project, an initial prototype and a final prototype. Based on
our desired features from the function tree and morphological chart from the concept generation,
we made several changes to the mechanics of our design. These changes can be seen in the following
sections.

6.2

Initial Prototype

The major components of the initial prototype included of a base, rotating shaft and clamp,
ball-tee system, and a data-gathering Arduino system which collected vibrational data from an
accelerometer. The following images show different components of the initial prototype.

Figure 33: View of the initial prototype (1/2)
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Figure 34: View of the initial prototype (2/2)

6.3

Final Prototype

After measuring data from our initial prototype, we decided to make several changes to our design
to further enhance the structure and usability of the demonstration.
First, to further induce safety factors, we decided to make the base larger, in dimensions of the
bat-swing. This allows users to stay clear of the swinging bat as long as they are not over the base,
seen in Fig. 35.
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Figure 35: View of an enlarged base in the Final Prototype

Additionally, we used foam to constraint the bat within the clamp; however, the foam experienced
wear-down with more and more cycles. As a result, we limited the amount of foam by replacing
majority of the space needed to constraint the bat with wood. This design change can be viewed
in Fig. 36.

Figure 36: View of wood and limited foam filling space between the clamp and the bat

In our initial prototype, we manually moved the ball-tee across the base because there was no
system that would move the tee on its own. However, the final prototype includes a rack and pinion
system connected to a wheel to smoothly and easily move the ball-tee across the base to align the
ball’s position. This design change can be view in Fig. 37.
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Figure 37: View of the rack and pinion system for the ball-tee

The ball-tee system underwent the greatest amount of cycles as the ball, spring, and the shaft
are impacted on every swing. Therefore, to create a stronger ball-tee system, we decided to build a
spring system with screws connected to an aluminum shaft instead of glue. Moreover, the baseball
was also screwed and tapped into the aluminum shaft to strengthen the ball-tee system. These
changes can be seen in Fig. 38.

Figure 38: View of the enhanced ball-tee system
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7

Design Refinement
7.1

FEM Stress/Deflection Analysis

For the finite element method of stress and deflection analysis, we chose to study the baseball bat
under static conditions. The bat material was Ash Wood, which has a Young’s Modulus of 13.4GP a
and a density of 690kg/m3 . Because the bat is constrained from moving or rotating by a clamp, we
chose to represent this boundary condition as a geometric fixture around the bat handle. Then, we
added two different loads to our system. First, we added the load due to the weight of the bat using
the ”Gravity” load feature in SOLIDWORKS. It can be seen that this load is applied at the center
of gravity of the bat. Second, we added a 50N load that simulates the force exerted by the elastic
bands on the bat at the moment right before the bat is free to rotate. Finally, the mesh we used
for this analysis was the default mesh generated by SOLIDWORKS (approximately in between a
fine and coarse mess). Therefore, given all the simplifications that we made in our system and the
parameters we chose to use in the simulation, we believe that this method of analysis will be a good
simplified model of the actual stress and deflection that our device produces on the bat. However,
knowing that wood is an anisotropic material and because SOLIDWORKS Simulation assumes that
any material is isotropic, the results obtained for this analysis will not accurately reflect the actual
deformation due to the loads applied to the model.
Figure 39 below shows the initial mesh, boundary conditions and loads used in the FEM simulation.

Figure 39: Mesh used for SOLIDWORKS simulation of the force of gravity on the left side of the bat, fixtures in the
middle, and force from the elastic bungee on the far right

Figure 40 below shows the results for the FEM stress simulation. Note that the maximum von
Misses stress was found to be 2.767M pa.
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Figure 40: SOLIDWORKS simulation of a von Mises stress diagram for gravity, fixture, and elastic bungee forces

Figure 41 below shows the results for the FEM deflection simulation. Note that the maximum
defelction was found to be 8.053 · 10−1 mm.

Figure 41: SOLIDWORKS simulation of bat displacement due to gravitational and elastic bungee forces

Because Ash Wood is a brittle material, we will use the Modified Mohr’s Failure Theory to
calculate the expected Factor of Safety (SF) based on the maximum predicted stress by the FEA
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simulation analysis. Figure 42 below shows the green area within which the normal stresses of the
bat should remain in order to avoid failure.

Figure 42: Visual Representation of Modified Mohr’s Failure Theory Based on Maximum Compressive and Tensile
Stresses

Therefore, knowing that the maximum allowable tensile and compressive stresses for Ash Wood
are 165 MPa and 52 MPa [7] respectively, we know that stresses due to compression of the material
are the limiting factors for this material. Therefore, the safety of factor can be calculated as follows:
52 MPa
σallowable
=
= 18.8
(4)
σmax
2.767MPa
Moreover, with respect to the deflection that the bat would experience based on the FEA system
that we modeled, we expect the maximum deflection of the bat to be 0.81 mm. This predicted
deflection would introduce a small amount of vibrational noise in our device, potentially changing
the amplitudes and frequencies at which our system would read a contact point on the sweet spot
of the bat. However, from a mechanical point of view, this small deflection would not have a
major impact on the operational capabilities of our system, as a deflection above 100 mm would be
necessary to create a major interference or failure in our system.
SF =

7.2

Design for Safety

In order to assess possible failures to this demonstration, we analyzed potential risks that can
result from our design. Below are five potential risks associated with our design demonstration.
7.2.1

Risk #1: Physical contact with the swinging baseball bat

Description: Our demonstration involves releasing a baseball bat loaded with potential force.
Thus, any physical contact with the baseball bat in motion can result in serious injury. If users are
in the vicinity of the baseball bat swing, they are at risk to be hit.
Severity: The severity of this risk can be considered catastrophic to catastrophic. This ultimately
depends on how loaded the baseball bat was when it made contact with an individual. Any physical
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contact to a swinging baseball bat can cause severe injuries.
Probability: The probability of this risk can be considered seldom. The demonstration’s design
includes a 4 feet by 3 feet base, which covers the area of the swing. Therefore, unless users are
above or over the base, they will not make contact with the baseball bat.
Mitigating Steps: To reduce the severity of this risk, the 4 feet by 3 feet base can be made larger
to further users away from the baseball bat swing. Additionally, we can put acrylic (plexiglass)
along the border of the base, eliminating users to be above the base.
7.2.2

Risk #2: Baseball disconnecting with the tee and flying out

Description: Another design risk involves a baseball on a tee, which is also hit by a swinging
baseball bat. If this baseball disconnects with the tee, there is potential risk of the ball damaging
its surroundings as well as harming individuals.
Severity: The severity of this risk can be considered critical. Although the ball is tightly secured
onto the tee, a free baseball flying out of a baseball bat swing raises the risk for damage. This
severity would not be considered catastrophic because the exit velocity of the baseball is not fast
enough to cause severe damage or injuries.
Probability: The probability of this risk can be considered seldom. The baseball is screwed into
an aluminum shaft, which serves as the tee. The chances of the baseball disconnecting from this
shaft from a baseball swing are low. However, this does not eliminate the risk all together.
Mitigating Steps: To reduce the severity of this risk, we can put acrylic (plexiglass) along the
border of the base to hold in a potential flying baseball. Additionally, we can also reduce the initial
load on the baseball bat to limit the swing velocity.
7.2.3

Risk #3: Baseball Bat disconnecting to its mounting shaft

Description: The baseball bat is connected to a vertically rotating shaft to induce the swing;
however, if the baseball bat disconnects from this shaft amidst a swing, then there is potential risk
involved with harming users and causing surrounding damage.
Severity: The severity of this risk can be considered critical because the the risk is not severe enough
to be catastrophic due to a moderate swing velocity. Moreover, the baseball bat’s end-handle has
smaller diameter than the shaft’s mounting diameter. Hence, if the baseball bat disconnects, then
the end-handle will contact the mounting shaft, reducing the severity of such a risk.
Probability: The probability of this risk can be considered unlikely because the baseball bat handle
will be securely fixed in the vertical rotating shaft. We are using foam to secure and fill the minimal
space between the baseball bat handle and the vertical rotating shaft. Thus, the baseball bat
handle will have almost no room to move. The only time this risk is possible is if the foam was not
implemented into the design; however, the foam helps remove unnecessary baseball bat motion.
Mitigating Steps: To further reduce the severity of this risk, we can put acrylic (plexiglass) along
the border of the base to hold in a potential flying bat. Moreover, we can use a stronger material
such as wood or a 3-D-printed shape to fit the baseball bat handle into the vertical rotating shaft.
7.2.4

Risk #4: Pinching from the release clip

Description: When loading the baseball bat swing with the resistance band, users will connect
a release clip with the resistance band to pull back the baseball bat. However, the release clip’s
design allows for potential risk by pinching the user if the user is not careful with the release clip.
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Made of metal, the release clip has two joints that can possibly pinch the user’s skin when releasing
the resistance band from the release clip.
Severity: The severity of this risk can be considered marginal because the the risk is not severe
enough to cause major injuries or damage to any surroundings. This risk exists due to possibly
mishandling the release clip. At most, the user would feel a slight pinch for a second or two if they
are not careful.
Probability: The probability of this risk can be considered occasional because the release clip could
be a new mechanism for most users. In order to get acquainted with the release clip mechanism,
users would need to experiment using it; however, that is when the risk is likely.
Mitigating Steps: To further reduce the severity of this risk, we can eliminate the release clip all
together. However, users would now need to manually pull the baseball bat back to put it under
load, introducing more potential risks. Another mitigating step to counter this risk is to cover the
release clip joints with a softer material instead of metal. This would limit the severity and amount
of pinching that would result from both experienced and inexperienced users.
7.2.5

Risk #5: Spring or baseball tee failure

Description: The baseball tee component of this demonstration is composed of an aluminum
shaft screwed into a baseball and supported by a spring at its base. After numerous cycles, there
may be a possibility in the the aluminum shaft or the spring breaking. This failure would cause the
tee to fly out of the setup, causing potential harm and damage.
Severity: The severity of this risk can be considered catastrophic because a broken spring and
aluminum shaft can cause serious harm and damage to users and surroundings. However, in the
case of risk, the broken tee would not be fly out; rather, it may simply fall on the design’s base.
Probability: The probability of this risk can be considered unlikely because the number of cycles
to break and spring are much higher than the number of cycles this demonstration would be implemented. Moreover, the baseball bat is never hitting the aluminum shaft; rather, the baseball
bat is always hitting the baseball. The aluminum shaft would only fracture or break after a larger
number of cycles that would build shear stress within the aluminum shaft.
Mitigating Steps: To further reduce the severity of this risk, we can put acrylic (plexiglass) along
the border of the base to enclose a potential spring or aluminum shaft failure. Additionally, a
stronger spring and a stronger aluminum shaft would further limit the probability and severity of
this risk.
7.2.6

Heat Map: Risk Assessment

Figure 43 illustrates a Heat Map of our design safety considerations. Each of the major risks are
analyzed in regards to severity and probability. This visual serves to depict which risks need to be
focused on.
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Figure 43: Risk Assessment through a Heat Map

Based on the risk assessment through Figure 43, the Heat Map, it is clear that the risk deserving
the highest priority to be eradicated is Risk 1: Physical contact with the swinging baseball bat.
Visually, this risk falls in the orange region of the Heat Map, demonstrating that it needs greater
attention than the remaining risks in the yellow and green regions. Therefore, our prioritization of
different risks as illustrated by the Heat Map are (highest to lowest):
1. Risk #1: Physical contact with the swinging baseball bat
2. Risk #4: Pinching from the release clip
3. Risk #2: Baseball disconnecting with the tee and flying out
4. Risk #5: Spring or baseball tee failure
5. Risk #3: Baseball Bat disconnecting to its mounting shaft
Risks 2,4, and 5 all fall in the yellow region; however, we prioritized the risks in the order of 2, 4,
and 5 because the probability of these risks actually occurring are also in that order. Lastly, Risk
No. 3 is the lowest in priority as its probability is unlikely relative to the other risks.

7.3

Design for Manufacturing

For the draft analysis, we chose to use the base of the box that we are planning on placing over
the bearing holding the bat shaft. As it can be seen in Fig. 44, we had to make a few changes to
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our design in order to eliminate all yellow draft areas. First, we added a 2º outward draft angle to
the lower lip of the part. Then, we changed the walls of the box to be extruded at a 2º inward draft
angle. Finally, we made a 2º diagonal cut on the front face of the part to completely eliminate any
yellow draft areas in our design. Therefore, the part could potentially be used for mass production
in injection molding.

Figure 44: Before and After Images of the Cover Box Sample Part Using SOLIDWORKS ”Draft Analysis”

The second, more complex part that we chose is the gear that will move the tee system holding
the ball. We conducted two different DFM analysis in SOLIDWORKS. Figure 45 shows the results
for the DFM analysis of the gear when an Injection Molding manufacturing process was selected.
This analysis showed an error in the Maximum Wall Thickness, and thus the part could not be
manufactured by this method according to the simulation. Figure 46 shows the results for the DFM
analysis of the gear when a Turn with Mill/Drill process was selected. It can be seen that this
analysis did not show any failures and, thus, this part could potentially be manufactured using this
method.
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Figure 45: DFM analysis for an Injection Molding process on the gear used in our project

Figure 46: DFM analysis for a Turn with Mill/Drill process on the gear used in our project
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7.4

Design for Usability

To understand how different factors would influence the usability of the sweet spot demonstration,
this section will discuss how physical impairments could limit users to experience less from our
exhibition.
1 Vision Impairment: For vision impairments like color blindness, there should be no influence on
the user because color is not a strong factor in our project. As for someone who is far sighted,
because the sweet spot exhibit is fairly large with not many small parts, it would still be fairly
accessible/usable. However, one area that could be challenging for a far sighted individual is
the clipping mechanism that holds the bat in tension before release; the clip is fairly small and
if the user fails to clip the bat correctly, it could result in the bat being accidentally released.
2 Hearing Impairment: In general, our exhibit does not have a specific sound component. There
is not a large enough sound different when the bat hits the ball in the sweet spot or another
spot, so a hearing impairment would not influence the overall experience. The one case where
a hearing impairment may be detrimental to our device is if an observer did not hear a user
say they are about to release the bat. However, it would and is the responsibility of the user
to make sure everyone is aware that the bat is about to be released.
3 Physical Impairment: Impairments like arthritis, limb immobilization, or muscle weakness could
all influence the users ability to play with our exhibit. The main component of the sweet spot
demonstration that would be influenced is that someone may not be able to pull and clip the
bat back into its ”loading” position. To improve the usability of this component of our device,
we would implement a pinball-like-pulley that allows a user to easily pull a rod back, resulting
in the bat being ”cranked up” through a ratchet system. Then, the user would press a release
that would let the bat swing around.
4 Control Impairment: The impairment with one of the largest usability problems are control
impairments, such as excessive fatigue, distraction, or medical side effects. This could cause a
problem if someone is unable to move or is distracted from the path of the bat and the bat is
released. This can be fixed by the user clarifying that everyone is ready for the release of the
bat. Another way safety could be improved for control and other impairments is by placing
plexiglass around the device, allowing it the demonstration to be used easily but creating a
physical barrier between the swinging bat and any observer or user.

8

Discussion
8.1

Project Development and Evolution

Does the final project result align with its initial project description?
– Yes, the final project aligned with our prototype demonstration goals and was inclusive of the
major features enlisted in our function tree and morphological chart.
Was the project more or less difficult than expected?
– Different components of the project came with different levels of difficulty. At first, it was
difficult to decide on a design to build; however, the project was just as difficult as we expected.
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The project became more difficult as we tried to continue refinement and addition to the initial
design.
On which part(s) of the design process should your group have spent more time? Which parts
required less time?
– We believe that our group should have focused more time on making a data visualization. As
of now, our data illustrates different wave amplitudes; however, that is not as appealing to
a museum audience, so we believe showing our audience an appealing data visual would be
more beneficial.
Was there a component of the prototype that was significantly easier or harder to make/assemble
than expected?
– The rotating shaft of the bat connected to a clamp was definitely a component that saved a
lot of time and building. This piece was just a single component that held the bat and also
rotated it. The rack and pinion mechanism we used to laterally move the tee and ball took
longer than expected. We found it to be more challenging than initially expected and found
new ways to improve the design even after the final prototype construction.
In hindsight, was there another design concept that might have been more successful than the chosen
concept?
– We are not completely sure if another design concept would be more successful; we still
believe that our design was well constructed. However, minor adjustments could have made
the overall project more successful.

8.2

Design Resources

How did your group decide which codes and standards were most relevant? Did they influence your
design concepts?
– We wanted to prioritize our audience first, the museum-going public. Therefore, we decided
our codes and standards based on how our audience would interact with and understand the
project. Our audience also played a part in the number of users required for our design. Our
customer noted having group interaction was important so we wanted to make each piece of
the project move separately.
Was your group missing any critical information when it generated and evaluated concepts?
– At first, gathering data was confusing, and we did not have a full understanding of what types
of data to output.
Were there additional engineering analyses that could have helped guide your design?
– Our ball-tee system with the wheel could have been more successful if we had another rack
and pinion by the wheel. If we had done this analysis earlier, our prototype would be more
successful. We also could have done a more direct analysis of the sweet spot using our
particular bat to determine the necessary range of motion for the ball.
If you were able to redo the course, what would you have done differently the second time around?
– We believe that making our data more comprehensible for all audiences would be most beneficial a second time around. This way, the design would stay as it is, but the data output
would be simple and understandable. We also would have liked to spend more time exploring
various ways to load the bat.
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Given more time and money, what upgrades could be made to the working prototype?
– With more time and money, we would focus on adding safety features to the prototype, such
as Plexi-Glass around the edges. Moreover, we would want to build a tee-catcher, because
after the first impact, the ball-tee continuously hits the bat until it settles. Lastly, we would
want to find better way to make data visuals.

8.3

Team Organization

Were team members’ skills complementary? Are there additional skills that would have benefited
this project?
– The team members’ skills were complementary. Everyone had specific skills that suited different components of the project from designing, coding, building, and refining. However,
additional skills in coding and a deeper understanding of the Arduino accelerometer would be
beneficial to add appealing data visuals.
Does this design experience inspire your group to attempt other design projects? If so, what type of
projects?
– All team members had a great experience learning and applying different skills during this
project. This project helped us to take a number of individual components and have them
work together in one cohesive assembly. It also helped us learn how to work incorporating
our own design ideas and integrate them with the ideas of others. As we continue on with
our academic and professional careers, we would definitely use this project in our hindsight
to gauge future engineering projects and works.
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A
1

MATLAB Code

clear all

2
3
4
5

data = csvread('output.csv');
col2 = data(2:800, 2);
col3 = data(2:800, 3);

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

t =col2;
Accel = col3;
Ts = mean(diff(t));
Fs = 1/Ts;
Fn = Fs/2;
L = size(col2,1);
FT Accel = fft(Accel−mean(Accel))/L;
Offset & Calculate Fourier Transform
Fv = linspace(0, 1, fix(L/2)+1)*Fn;
Iv = 1:numel(Fv);

% Sampling Interval
% Sampling Frequency
% Nyquist Frequency
% Data Vector Length
% Subtrace Constant ...
% Frequency Vector
% Index Vector

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(col2/1000,col3/1000 −.325)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylim([−.2 .2])
ylabel('Acceleration [g]')
grid
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Fv, abs(FT Accel(Iv,1))*2)
xlim([0 .025])
ylim([0 20])
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
ylabel('Magnitude')
grid
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B
1
2
3
4
5
6

ARDUINO Code

// these constants describe the pins. They won't change:
const int groundpin = 18;
// analog input pin 4 −− ground
const int powerpin = 19;
// analog input pin 5 −− voltage
const int xpin = A3;
// x−axis of the accelerometer
const int ypin = A2;
// y−axis
const int zpin = A1;
// z−axis (only on 3−axis models)

7
8
9
10

void setup() {
// initialize the serial communications:
Serial.begin(9600);

11

// Provide ground and power by using the analog inputs as normal digital pins.
// This makes it possible to directly connect the breakout board to the
// Arduino. If you use the normal 5V and GND pins on the Arduino,
// you can remove these lines.
pinMode(groundpin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(powerpin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(groundpin, LOW);
digitalWrite(powerpin, HIGH);

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

}

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

//void loop() {for(int i=0;i<10;i++);
// // print the sensor values:
// Serial.print(analogRead(xpin));
// Serial.print("\t");
// Serial.println();
// Serial.print(",");
// // delay before next reading:
// delay(100);
//}

31
32

unsigned long time;

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

void loop() {
// print the sensor values:
//if (millis() < 10000) {
//Serial.print(millis());
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(analogRead(xpin));
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.println();
Serial.print(",");
// delay before next reading:
delay(10);
}

46
47
48
49

//else
//{}
//}

50
51
52
53

//red = y−axis`
//green = z−axis
//blue = x−axis
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